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Mechanosynthesis has attracted the attention of chemists and
materials scientists[1] interested in new synthetic opportunities
offered by a fully or nearly solvent-free reaction environ-
ment.[2–4] Recent advances in mechanochemistry[1, 5] resulted
from the realization that supramolecular concepts, such as
molecular recognition and self-assembly,[6] templating, and
(organo)catalysis[7] can be used to enhance and control
mechanosynthesis. Furthermore, techniques such as liquid-
assisted grinding (LAG, also solvent-drop grinding, knead-
ing)[8] were recently developed which offered a general means
to optimize mechanochemistry for quantitative and/or enan-
tioselective synthesis. However, mechanisms of milling reac-
tions often remain speculative and poorly understood. A
persistent obstacle in this sense has been the inability to
directly monitor reactions and phase changes, thereby dictat-
ing that mechanistic studies had to be performed in a stepwise
fashion, that is, by stopping the milling at designated times for
analysis of the reaction mixture.[9, 10] Such invasive analysis is
not suitable for fast reactions or for short-lived or air-sensitive
intermediates. A mechanochemical process conducted in
a stepwise manner can yield a different result from an
uninterrupted one.[11] While temperature, pressure, and

acoustic measurements[12] have been used to follow milling
reactions, such measurements are limited to specific systems.

We recently described[13] the first non-invasive, potentially
general method for the real-time, in situ monitoring of milling
reactions by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). The tech-
nique uses high-energy (l = 0.1427 �, E = 86 keV) X-rays
capable of penetrating the milling vessel, and was first used to
monitor the synthesis of porous metal–organic frameworks
(MOFs) from ZnO.[13, 14]

In terms of X-ray scattering and mechanical behavior,
organic solids provide a different set of properties than metal
oxides and MOFs. Considering the importance of mechano-
chemistry for the screening and synthesis of pharmaceutical
solids,[15,16] we now demonstrate the first real-time, in situ
PXRD study of mechanochemical transformations of organic
pharmaceutically relevant solids. Since the cocrystal of
carbamazepine (cbz) and saccharin (sac), (cbz)(sac), is an
archetypal example of a pharmaceutical cocrystal, we selected
its formation as a suitable first model in our study (Fig-
ure 1a,b).[17]

All the features in the time-resolved diffractogram
obtained after neat milling (Figure 1a) correspond to crys-
talline sac (CSD SCCHRN01) and the monoclinic form of cbz
(CSD CBMZPN10),[18] thus indicating the absence of cocrys-
tallization. The intensities of all the X-ray reflections
diminished during milling, thus indicating amorphization, as
illustrated by plotting the phase scale factor over time for cbz
and sac, (Figure 1b). This is consistent with earlier cryomil-
ling studies that indicated amorphization by milling.[19]

Rietveld analysis revealed an apparent increase in the
weight content of sac during milling, thus indicating cbz is
more readily amorphized (see Section 2 in the Supporting
Information).

The LAG experiment, in which 50 mL of acetonitrile were
added to the reaction mixture, exhibited an entirely different
X-ray intensity versus time profile (Figure 1c). New X-ray
reflections appear within 10 s of milling, accompanied by
a rapid decrease in the reactant signal. The new reflections
correspond to triclinic (cbz)(sac) (CSD UNEZAO).[20] Riet-
veld analysis of the diffractograms provided a time-resolved
plot of the increase in weight fraction of the (cbz)(sac)
product and reduction in the weight fractions of solid
reactants cbz and sac. The disappearance of cbz and sac
indicates that the LAG synthesis of a 1 mmol cocrystal
(> 0.4 g) is complete within 4 min. In contrast, mechano-
chemical reactions of ZnO and imidazoles,[13] where effects of
reactant amorphization and delayed product nucleation were
observable from kinetic analysis, product formation in the
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LAG synthesis of (cbz)(sac) is concomitant with the disap-
pearance of reactants. In addition to the changes in the
composition of the reaction mixture, monitoring by in situ
diffraction also allows the assessment of the particle sizes of
the reaction components through the widths of the X-ray
reflections (see Section 2 in the Supporting Information).

We next explored more complex mechanisms in the
mechanosynthesis of model pharmaceutical cocrystals of
nicotinamide (na) and suberic acid (sub, Figure 2a). A
previous stepwise study[21] revealed that synthesis of the
cocrystal (na)2(sub) by neat milling involves an intermediate
(na)(sub). The initial appearance of (na)(sub) was explained
by the kinetically driven formation of the strong amide–
carboxylic acid R2

2(8) supramolecular synthons along with
carboxylic acid–pyridine R2

2(7) synthons. Further reaction
gave (na)2(sub), which achieves an overall greater stabiliza-
tion through a larger number of weaker (amide-amide R2

2(8)
and R2

2(7) pyridine–carboxylic acid) synthons. The time-
resolved diffractogram (Figure 2 b) from the neat milling of
na and sub in a 1:1 ratio (1 mmol each) revealed the

appearance of (na)(sub) within one minute, while reflections
of solid na and sub disappeared over 25 min.[21, 22] Rietveld
analysis indicated that the formation of (na)(sub) proceeds at
an almost constant rate (Figure 2 d). Monitoring the neat
miling of 2 mmol of na and 1 mmol of sub (Figure 2c)
revealed the appearance of (na)(sub) within 1 min, followed
by the formation of (na)2(sub). After 40 min, the (na)(sub)
intermediate almost completely disappeared. Quantitative

Figure 1. a) Reactants cbz and sac; b) a molecular assembly in (cbz)-
(sac). Time-resolved diffractograms for: c) neat milling and d) LAG of
cbz and sac. e) Time-dependent change in phase scale factors for the
neat milling of cbz and sac. A drop in scale factors indicates
amorphization, while the scatter of values is due to varying amounts
of the sample in the X-ray beam. f) Change in the weight fraction of
reactants and products in the LAG synthesis of (cbz)(sac). Time-
resolved diffractograms are accompanied by the simulated ones for
the relevant phases of cbz, sac, and (cbz)(sac).

Figure 2. a) Fragments of hydrogen-bonded chains in the cocrystals
(na)(sub) and (na)2(sub). Time-resolved diffractograms obtained by
neat milling of na and sub in stoichiometric ratios: b) 1:1 and c) 2:1.
Inset in (c): enlarged region of the diffractogram between 2q = 0.48
and 0.58, highlighting the initial formation of (na)(sub) and appear-
ance of (na)2(sub). Time-resolved diffractograms are accompanied by
simulated ones for na,[23] sub,[24] (na)(sub), and (na)2(sub). Changes in
the weight fractions of reactants and products by the neat milling of
na and sub in stoichiometric ratios: d) 1:1 and e) 2:1. In (e), the
sudden drop in the weight fractions of na, sub, and (na)(sub) after
10 min is an artefact of including (na)2(sub) in the refinement. The
overlap of reflections of (na)2(sub) and (na)2(sub) prevents consider-
ing the presence of (na)2(sub) at earlier reaction times.
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Rietveld analysis was in this case complicated by the overlap
of X-ray reflections of (na)(sub) and (na)2(sub), which
prevented taking into account the (na)2(sub) phase before it
had built up sufficiently, approximately 10 min into the
milling (Figure 2 e).

We next explored the faster LAG synthesis of (na)2(sub).
The time-resolved diffractogram of LAG involving 50 mL of
acetonitrile, 2 mmol na, and 1 mmol sub revealed a highly
dynamic reaction environment in which the intermediate
(na)(sub) (Figure 3a) disappeared within 3 min of its appear-
ance. However, the time-resolved diffractogram also revealed

four transient reflections (Figure 3a,b) between about 15 s
and 4 min which could not be assigned to na, sub, (na)(sub), or
(na)2(sub). The appearance and disappearance of these
reflections was concomitant with that of (na)(sub) and we
assume they correspond to an intermediate crystalline phase
(1) not seen in neat milling experiments. To confirm that 1 is
not an artefact of in situ studies, we attempted to reproduce it
under conventional laboratory conditions by stopping the
reaction after 1, 2, and 5 min. Indeed, 1 was detected in the
reactions after 1 and 2 minutes, after minimizing the time for
sample isolation and preparation. The PXRD pattern of
a sample milled for 1 min collected on a laboratory instru-
ment using CuKa radiation exhibited signals of na, sub, and
(na)(sub), but also reflections at 2q angles of 12.68, 15.28,
17.08, and 18.98, which are consistent with d spacings for
1 observed using the in situ technique at 3.52 �, 2.95 �,
2.64 �, and 2.37 �, respectively. Laboratory CuKa radiation

also resolved a low-angle reflection of 1 (2q = 5.308, d =

8.35 �) which could not be distinguished in the in situ
measurements from a low-angle reflection of (na)(sub)
(Figure 4). The same reflections appeared by LAG with
CH3CN or CH3NO2, thus suggesting that 1 is not a solvate.
The reflections of 1 disappeared upon aging, which demon-
strates that (na)(sub) and 1 are separate intermediates rather
than one phase that structurally resembles (na)(sub).

In summary, we have reported the first real-time, in situ
X-ray diffraction study of mechanochemical synthesis and
transformations of organic cocrystals. With time resolution in
seconds, this technique allows the identification and monitor-
ing of neat and liquid-assisted milling reactions, as well as
in situ assessment of changes in the size of crystalline
particles. While mechanochemical transformations of inor-
ganic substances often last for hours or days,[25] the in situ
technique demonstrated a surprising speed for LAG cocrys-
tallization, and yielded almost 0.5 g of the pharmaceutical
cocrystal of carbamazepine and saccharin in 4 min. This
method also revealed a previously unseen intermediate in the
LAG cocrystallization of nicotinamide and suberic acid. Our
results demonstrate both kinetic and thermodynamic control
over product formation in essentially a solid-state environ-
ment, and paint a dynamic picture that would normally be
expected for solution reactions. The in situ monitoring
technique thus has the potential to further our understanding
of milling reactions, and especially of fast liquid-assisted

Figure 3. a) Time-resolved diffractogram of the LAG reaction of na and
sub in a 2:1 ratio, with simulated patterns for (na)(sub), (na)2(sub),
na,[23] and sub[24] shown. Inset: enlarged region of the diffractogram at
2q = 0.4–0.58, demonstrating the formation of (na)(sub) followed by
(na)2(sub). b) Diffractograms at milling times 5–30 s with character-
istic reflections of 1 marked by arrows spanning (a) and (b) at 2q :
1.158, 1.408, 1.50,8 and 1.758. All other features in (b) are explained by
phases (na)(sub), na, and sub.

Figure 4. X-ray diffractograms collected for the LAG reaction of na and
sub by using the in situ technique (l = 0.1427 �) after 15 s and 20 s
milling, compared to diffractograms collected using CuKa radiation
(l = 1.54056 �) on a sample of the reaction mixture after 1 min milling
that had been either freshly extracted or left to age in air. Simulated
patterns for na,[23] sub,[24] (na)(sub), and (na)2(sub) are also shown.
Data are plotted on a Q scale (Q = 1/d). Dotted lines highlight four
discernible reflections of 1 and a fifth one that is observable using
CuKa radiation, but seen in in situ studies as a shoulder.
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grinding. Rietveld analysis using the current setup is compli-
cated by a combination of the very short X-ray wavelength
with position-sensitive detectors without analyzer crystals, as
well as a relatively thick, unevenly distributed[9, 12] sample. We
are developing means to improve this new technique.

Experimental Section
Experiments were conducted at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF) beamline ID15B in a modified MM200 Retsch mill
operating at 30 Hz. Each reaction was conducted in a 14.5 mL
Perspex jar with one stainless-steel ball (7 mm diameter). Incident X-
rays were selected using a bent Laue Si crystal, with a beam size on
the sample of 300 mm2. Diffracted X-rays were detected on a flat-
panel Pixium charge-coupled detector, and diffractograms obtained
by summing 10 or less detector frames (each collected over 0.4 s,
giving a time resolution of 4 s). The background was subtracted using
the Sonneveld–Visser algorithm in Powder3D.[26] Rietveld[27] refine-
ment was performed with Topas (version 4.2). Laboratory PXRD
experiments were carried out on a Bruker D2 Phaser with Ni-filtered
CuKa radiation. (na)(sub): monoclinic, space group P21/c, Z = 4, a =
4.967(5), b = 35.16(4), c = 8.88(1) �, b = 93.98(1)8, V = 1547(3) �3,
3434 independent reflections (Rint = 0.0547). R1 = 0.0688 (I> 2s(I)),
0.1295 (all data). wR(F2) = 0.1696 (I> 2s(I)), 0.2093 (all data), S =
1.029. (na)2(sub): triclinic, space group P�1, Z = 1, a = 5.035(1), b =

5.500(1), c = 18.968(4) �, a = 88.025(2)8, b = 86.707(2)8, g =
89.457(2)8, V= 524.0(2) �3, 2370 independent reflections (Rint =
0.0303). R1 = 0.0610 (I> 2s(I)), 0.1067 (all data). wR(F2) = 0.1499
(I> 2s(I)), 0.1864 (all data), S = 1.101. CCDC 949090 ((na)(sub))
949091 ((na)2(sub)) contain the supplementary crystallographic data
for this paper. These data can be obtained free of charge from The
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/
data_request/cif.
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